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Two quotes

The wisdom to which we can all 
aspire after the event is by no means 
necessarily a proper measure of the 
foresight to be expected of us before 
the event.

The appearance was not the reality.



Outline
Design and installation practice
Testing management and practice
Staging, programme and resources
Hours of work
Training and competence
Management, reorganisations, and the 
engineering process



Design and Installation

Drawing copy system 
Site design change management
Multiple stages separated
Standard design templates
Formal checking process
Inspection formalised part of testing



Testing

T&C Engineer independence
Testing prestige
Works and maintenance
Designers’ testing experience
Test plans and records
The wire count and its equivalent



Testing 

BR(ER) Instruction SI 17 1973 Section 1.3.17

Carry out a wire count of all items of equipment 
wired in situ e.g. Relay bases, Fuse bases, Bus bars, 
Bonding posts (sic), Cable terminations etc.  Count to 
include contacts used per relay and to be checked 
against wiring diagrams.  Pre-wired and pre-tested 
items such as geographical units, TDM & FDM units 
need not be wire counted, except for external wires to 
the plug in bases of these units.



Staging, programme, resources

Weekend work “clearly sensible”
Staffing levels to match plan
Staging strategy risk balance
Global resource planning
Waving the safety card
Slow down if resources lacking?



Hours of work

Need for “refreshing day off”
Record of days worked
Scheduled hours for weekends
No “excessive” overtime
Planned and actual hours limits
Effect on critical handovers



Recruitment, training, 
competence

Fast track conversions and apprentices
Courses linked to competence
Briefing and review of instructions
WSF monitoring and feedback
Step competence change
Competence for new systems



Management

Engineering Management for Projects
Project Engineer
Alliance focus and interface
Detailed programming
Commissioning planning
Supervision, communication and follow-
up



Re-organisation
Reorganisation resourced for problems?
No temporary or displaced staff?
Arbitrary financial percentage reduction
Organisation by modelling workload
Budget set by headcount
Posts left unfilled
No training backfill resource
Improvement or demotivation?



Engineering Process
Designers…spend too long demonstrating 
compliance and not long enough designing
BR(ER) Instruction SI 17 1973 Introduction
The following instruction is intended to outline the 
various main checks and tests which must be carried out 
when testing signalling installations. There are, of 
course, many other items to be considered which are not 
listed here but which, none the less, must be carried out. 
The latter items will include, as an example, such tests 
and checks which need to be carried out on a particular 
installation due to unusual design features.



Engineering Process

Template design and standards
Interface design and test
Process standards from manufacturing
Process Engineer – an oxymoron?
Do standards promote best practice or 
constrain the engineer and trap the unwary?



Conclusion

Shared best practice consistently applied
More rigorous planning
Greater assurance of completeness 
Fewer opportunities to practice skills
More danger of inappropriate solutions
The distraction and risk from under 
resourced reorganisations continues



Thank you for 
your attention




